
Product Details:
Model name: High quality hair curling wand and tongs F998E
Heater: 2pcs PTC heaters
Heat up: 15 seconds start to work
Advantage: New design 360° rotatable clip
Usage: Home usage and salon usage
Wire label: High temperature warning label
Technical label: Handle silk-screen printing
Certification: CE, Rohs, cETLus, CCC, CB
Warranty: 2 years warranty
Package: Magnetic gift box
MOQ: 1-100,000pcs
Service type: OEM,ODM,private label

 
 
Catalogue products of F998E professional spin curler:
F998E is a amazing advanced styling tool which is a new design with 360 degree rotatable clip and lock and
unlock clamp for free option when using, F998E is a professional spin curler save your time. FBT can make
this product with ceramic coating barrel and infused many high quality elements what usually be good for hair
health and scalp health.

More information about F998E:
F998E is a professional hair curler, in order to make durable heating spread and fast heating up, we used 2pcs
PTC heaters, so it's ensured the stabilized working temperature to hightest 220C 430F without any question.
Also rotatable clamp or fixed clamp setting is another advantage, we have a lock on this product, if you want to
use fixed clip, slide the key to lock positin, vise versa.



Ceramic  coating barrel and other color F998E we can do:
When people want this product with ceramic coating plate barrel, we can also have different optional to meet
your needs. Ceramic coating plate infuse argan oil, tourmaline powder, naoao-silver to makes keratin
treatment, those element are good for hair treatment, customized color and customized size, free optional for
everyone.

 
 
Different barrel size for F998E:
FBT do make different barrel size to makes different curling type, below is our 4 optional barrel size: Φ19mm
for small, tight curl, Φ32mm to makes large, loose curl.



Customized magnetic box effect with your private label:
Magnetic gift box is one of our mainly recommended box for our client, because magnetic box is high class to
customized your private lalbel with excellent effect, no matter light finish or matte finish you want. Logo and
product outside of the magnetic gift box we can make UV spot effect makes magnetic box looking eye-
catching.



 
 
Marketing selling points of posh hair curling iron F998E:
* Professional spin curler, 360 degree rotatable clip, lock or unlock
* 2pcs PTC heater heat up fast and durable
* Stabilized working temperature to real 220C 430F
* Optional size makes tight or loose curler effect
* 60 minutes auto shut-off when stop using
* Product holder to avoid high temperature barrel touch the table

Package and delivery information:

Package details:

* Gift box package
* Size of GB: 37 * 10 * 5.3cm
* 25pcs/CTN
* Size of carton: 56.5 * 38.5 * 24cm
* G.W.: 20.0KGS
* N.W.: 12.5.0KGS
* 1*20GP: 11,000pcs
* 1*40GP: 21,000pcs

Express:  Sample by air, mass production by sea.

How to use it:
This is a very simple work to use a professional smart spin curler when you at home, but we need to
prepare a large volume comb, or you can use yoru finger when styling, but don't use regular narrow
comb during the styling.
So we just go to take a section hair, and comb your hair all the way through smoothly, and you
determine whether you put your iron up or down, do most comfortable for you.
Open the iron, and winds your hair on the iron backs and round, and keep the hair flatly.
You could slide iron up and down slight, and makes the hair winds closer, and hold on iron for a
several seconds.



Next step, use your finger to feel the hair, when your finger feeling hot, pull out the iron and the
rollers will come through.
Finally, work with your hand, using fingers comb the curls.

The other product you may interested in:
New arrival 360 degree one touch curl magic auto spinn curler F998EA, is one of totally smart spin
curler with one touch auto spin curling technology, which is hot selling TV product, orginal design
patent by FBT, automatically wraps hair around the barrel.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/New-arrival-360-degree-one-touch-curl-magic-auto-spin-curler-F998EA.html#.WA3YduyECP0

